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Abstract: In the process of electroslag remelting (ESR) for large-sized slab ingots, controlling the
surface quality of the slab ingot is challenging due to its relatively high width-to-thickness ratio. In
this study, a three-dimensional dynamic mathematical model for single-electrode ESR slab ingots
was developed using dynamic mesh technology, with the aid of the commercial software FLUENT.
The model is based on the electromagnetic field equation, flow field equation, and energy equation.
A detailed analysis of various physical fields and the distribution law of the metal pool shape was
conducted. According to the calculation results, the maximum flow velocity of the molten slag was
found below the consumable electrode, with the range of maximum velocity at different time points
varying between 4.35 × 10−2 and 4.88 × 10−2 m/s. The range of the maximum temperature for the
slag bath at different time points was between 2118 and 2122 K. As the remelting continued, the
impact of the forced cooling of the bottom plate on the temperature of the metal pool weakened.
Consequently, the temperature gradient of the electroslag ingot gradually decreased, the depth of the
metal pool increased, and the height of the metal liquid head in the metal pool rose. The effects of
different voltages, filling ratios, and mold chamfers on the shape of the metal pool were investigated
using the established mathematical model. Based on the research findings from the mathematical
model, the technical processes for ESR J80 large-sized slab ingots were improved, providing solutions
to improve the surface quality of the ESR large-sized slab ingots.

Keywords: electroslag remelting; mathematical models; slab ingot; temperature distribution

1. Introduction

In recent years, with the rapid development of nuclear power, petrochemicals, and
other industries, the demand for high-end ultrathick sheets in major national projects,
equipment, military industry, and national defense has become increasingly urgent. Elec-
troslag remelting (ESR) for large-sized slab ingots is a preferred method for smelting
high-quality ultrathick sheets due to its excellent metallurgical reaction conditions and
unique crystallization mode, which outperforms other steelmaking methods [1]. However,
the quality control in the ESR process for large-sized slab ingots presents distinct challenges
compared with conventional ESR, primarily due to the nonuniformity of the temperature
field and cooling conditions. The comparatively large width-to-thickness ratio of ESR slab
ingots and the wide distance between the ingot corners and the central area of the heat
source make it difficult to control the surface quality [2].

In earlier research, numerous scholars have investigated the effects of technical pa-
rameters in the process of typical ESR round ingots on the transfer phenomenon and
solidification behavior through numerical simulation, yielding favorable results [3–7]. Stud-
ies exploring the relationship between technical parameters and the quality of ESR slab
ingots have been reported by scholars such as Zang [8], Chang [9], and Li [10]. However,
these researchers have primarily focused on observing and establishing mathematical
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models for the slag bath, the electroslag ingot, or the entire electroslag system under quasi-
stationary conditions. Due to limitations in computing power and the models themselves,
the distribution of the temperature field and the flow field can only be solved by proposing
various assumptions.

In this study, with the assistance of FLUENT software and based on the electromagnetic
field equation, flow field equation, and energy equation, a three-dimensional dynamic
mathematical model for single-electrode ESR slab ingots was developed using dynamic
mesh technology. Additionally, a detailed analysis of the distribution law of the metal pool
shape in single-electrode ESR slab ingots was conducted. The effects of different voltages,
filling ratios, and mold chamfers on all physical fields and the shape of the metal pool were
investigated using the established mathematical model. According to the research findings,
production techniques for ESR large-sized slab ingots were improved, providing solutions
to improve the surface quality of electroslag slab ingots.

2. Mathematical Model
2.1. Governing Equation
2.1.1. Governing Equation of the Electromagnetic Field

In this paper, the electromagnetic field of ESR slab ingots was calculated using the
electric potential–magnetic potential method. The electric potential was obtained by solving
the current conservation equation:

∇ ·
→
J = 0, with

→
J = −σ

∂
→
A

∂t
+∇φ

. (1)

In the meantime, the magnetic flux density
→
B was related to the magnetic vector

potential
→
A, which is expressed as [11]:

→
B = ∇×

→
A, (2)

The time-averaged Joule heating and Lorentz force can be expressed as [12]

QJoule =

→
J ·
→
J

σ
,and

→
F L =

→
J ×

→
B , (3)

where
→
J is the density of the current, A·m−2, and σ is the electric conductivity, S·m−1.

2.1.2. Governing Equation of the Fluid Flow

In this model, the viscosity is assumed to be constant, and the material density,
calculated under the Boussinesq assumption, is applied only for the calculation of buoyancy.
To address the flow resistance in the liquid–solid two-phase area due to the solidification of
the liquid metal, the enthalpy–porosity method is employed. The flow of ESR slab ingots is
described using the momentum equation and the turbulence equation, with the forms of
the vectors expressed as follows:

∂ρ

∂t
+∇ ·

(
ρ
→
v
)
= 0 (4)

∂

∂t

(
ρ
→
v
)
+∇

(
ρ
→
v
→
v
)
= −∇ρ +∇ ·

(
µ

(
∇→v +∇→v

T
))

+ ρ0
→
g β(T − T0) +

→
FL (5)

where:
ρ—density of the melt, kg/m3;
→
v —velocity, m/s;
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µ—kinetic viscosity, Pa·s;
β—coefficient of thermal expansion, 1/K;
→
FL—electromagnetic force, N/m3;
→
g —gravitational acceleration, m/s2.
The turbulence behavior of the slag bath and the metal pool was selected and processed

using the RNG κ-ε turbulence model. The enhanced wall function method was employed
for the treatment of areas near the wall [13]. This method does not rely on the empirical
wall function and is, therefore, more suitable for problems involving complex flows and
flows in low Re areas [14].

2.1.3. Heat Transfer Equation

The temperature field of the ESR slab ingot system was calculated by solving the
enthalpy conservation equation [15].

∂(ρH)

∂t
+∇ ·

(
ρ
→
v H
)
= ∇ · (keff∇T) + Q, (6)

H = h + flL, (7)

where: keff—coefficient of effective thermal conductivity, W/(m·K);
Q—Joule heat; W/m3;
h = href +

∫ T
Tref

CpdT—sensible enthalpy, J/kg;

fL = T−Tsolidus
Tliquidus−Tsolidus

—latent heat, J/kg; href—a reference value for enthalpy at the
reference temperature, J/kg;

L—latent heat released during the solidification of the liquid steel, J/kg;
Cp—specific heat of liquid steel, J/(kg·K);
Tsolidus—solidus temperature of liquid steel, K;
Tliquidus—liquidus temperature of liquid steel, K.
The solidification of the liquid steel was handled using the enthalpy–porous media

model, wherein the two-phase area of the metal pool was treated as a porous medium.
During the solidification of the liquid steel, the liquid fraction decreased from 1 to 0.

2.1.4. Dynamic Mesh Model

In this paper, the dynamic mesh technology was adopted to account for the continuous
growth of the slab ingot. In the dynamic mesh model, the integral form for the conservation
equation of the random variable ξ is expressed as follows [16,17]:

d
dt

∫
V

ρφdV +
∫

∂V

ρφ
(→

u −→u s

)
· d
→
A =

∫
∂V

Γ∇φ · d
→
A +

∫
V

SφdV, (8)

where:
ρ—density of liquid;
→
u —velocity vector of liquid;
→
us—mesh deformation velocity of moving mesh;
Γ—coefficient of diffusion;
Sφ—source term of flux;
∂V—boundary of control body V.
In this paper, the moving boundaries include the electrode–slag interface, the free slag

surface, and the slag–metal interface. After the remelting process stabilizes, the moving
velocity of the boundary and the slag bath area is equal to the casting rate (vc) of the slab
ingot. This can be expressed as follows:

vmesh = vc =
m

ρπr2
m

, (9)
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where m stands for the melting rate of the electrode, kg/s;
ρ denotes the density of the slab ingot, kg/m3; and
rm represents the radius of the mold, m.

2.2. Boundary Condition

Figure 1 presents the schematic diagram of boundary conditions, with the specific
boundary conditions listed in Table 1.
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram of boundary conditions (Z1—electroslag ingot bottom; Z2—slag–metal
interface; Z3—electrode bottom; and Z4—free slag surface).

Table 1. Boundary conditions.

Location
Electromagnetic Field

Temperature Field Flow Field
Electric Field Magnetic Field

Electrode bottom ϕ = ϕ1 ∂
→
Ax
∂x =

∂
→
Ay
∂y = ∂

→
Az
∂z = 0 T = Tliquidus

→
v = 0

Free slag surface ∂ϕ
∂n = 0 ∂

→
Ax
∂x =

∂
→
Ay
∂y = ∂

→
Az
∂z = 0

Coefficient of heat transfer:
300 W/(m2·K) Coefficient of

radiation: 0.8
∂
→
v

∂n = 0

Contact surface to mold side wall ∂ϕ
∂n = 0

→
Ax =

→
Ay =

→
Az = 0

Coefficient of heat transfer:
550 W/(m2·K)

→
v = 0

Slag–metal interface Coupled Coupled Coupled ∂
→
v

∂n = 0

Electroslag ingot bottom ϕ = 0 ∂
→
Ax
∂x =

∂
→
Ay
∂y = ∂

→
Az
∂z = 0

Coefficient of heat transfer:
600 W/(m2·K)

→
v = 0

2.3. Material Properties

J80 steel and ANF-6 (70% CaF2 + 30% Al2O3) slag were selected for simulation cal-
culation in this paper. Table 2 presents the chemical composition of the J80 steel used for
simulation. As shown in Table 3, the physical parameters of the J80 steel were calculated
with Thermal-calc software. Table 3 presents the specific parameters of ANF-6 slag [18–20].
The specific technical parameters are shown in Table 4.

Table 2. Chemical component of J80 steel (mass%).

Fe C Si Mn P S Ni Cr Mo V

Residual 0.082 0.25 0.58 0.004 0.002 4.67 0.53 0.49 0.066
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Table 3. Physical properties of J80 steel and ANF-6 slag.

Physical Parameters Value Unit

Steel

Density 7030 kg·m−3

Coefficient of heat transfer 32.84 W·m−1·K−1

Heat capacity 800 J·kg−1·K−1

Solidus-liquidus temperature 1694/1774 K
Solidification latent heat 2.39 × 105 J·kg−1

Conductivity 5.7 × 105 Ω−1·m−1

Slag

Conductivity 300 Ω−1·m−1

Density 2569 kg·m−3

Heat capacity 1255 J·kg−1·K−1

Viscosity 0.02 kg·m−1·s−1

Coefficient of thermal conductivity 7.5 W·m−1·K−1

Table 4. Technical parameters of ESR process.

Size of Mold Cross Section/mm Input Voltage/V Size of Electrode Cross Section/mm Depth of Slag Bath/mm

60 × 212 32 40 × 172 70

2.4. Numerical Implementation

Considering the symmetry of the model, a 1/4 section of the three-dimensional model
was used for calculation to simplify the process. To better observe changes in various
physical fields during the entire remelting process, the initial height of the electroslag ingot
was set to 20 mm. The geometric model was divided into 42,925 meshes in total, with a
mesh size of 2 mm. Figure 2 shows the mesh model.
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3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Calculation Results of the Velocity Field and the Temperature Field

Figure 3a shows the velocity field distribution of the slag bath in the ESR slab ingot
at 70 s. The maximum flowing velocity of the molten slag was detected below the elec-
trode and on both sides of the wide surface of the slab ingot, with a maximum value of
4.88 × 10−2 m/s. The flowing velocity of the molten slag within the slag bath of the ESR
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slab ingot system ranged between 0 and 4.88 × 10−2 m/s, according to the calculation
results. This range was consistent with the range of velocity distribution in conventional
ESR of slags (0 to 8.0 × 10−2 m/s), as reported in the papers by Liu [21] and Szekely [22],
providing supporting evidence for the validity of the mathematical model for ESR slab
ingots constructed in this study. Figure 3b presents the velocity field at the y = 0 m section,
while Figure 3c shows the velocity field at the x = 0 m section in ESR slab ingots. As shown
in the figures, multiple flow field vortices appeared in the slag bath below the consumable
electrode. After the electroslag ingot grows from 70 s to 400 s, the whole electroslag system
reaches a quasi-steady state, and the distribution law of each field basically does not change.
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(a–c) t = 70 s; (d–f) t = 400 s; (b,e) y = 0 m section; and (c,f) x = 0 m section.

Figure 3d shows the velocity field distribution of the slag bath in the ESR slab ingot at
400 s. As shown in the figure, the flow field vortices in the stable remelting period moved
in a direction basically consistent with that in the initial stage of the remelting period but
were larger in size. Three areas of maximum velocity appeared below the electrode, with a
maximum velocity of 4.35 × 10−2 m/s, which was slightly lower than that at t = 70 s due
to a slight drop in the electromagnetic force as the remelting continued. At t = 400 s, the
molten slag at the side wall of the wide surface of the slag bath flowed at a lower velocity
than at t = 70 s. This was because the temperature of the slag bath became more uniform
as the remelting continued, leading to a larger thermal buoyancy and weaker influence of
gravity on the slag, which resulted in a drop in velocity.

Figure 4 presents the temperature field distribution in the ESR slab ingot at different
time points. As shown in the figure, the high-temperature areas of the ESR slab ingot system
were mainly distributed in the slag bath area, resulting in a much higher temperature of
the slag bath than that of the electroslag ingot. Figure 4a–c depicts the temperature field
distribution in the ESR slab ingot at t = 70 s, while Figure 4d–f presents the temperature
field distribution at t = 400 s. The maximum temperature of the slag bath was 2123 K at
t = 70 s and 2118 K at t = 400 s, the latter being higher than the maximum temperature
of the slag bath (2053 K) obtained by Choudhary [22] in conventional ESR. At t = 70 s,
shortly after the remelting began, the temperature gradient of the electroslag ingot was
comparatively large due to the forced cooling effect of the bottom plate. However, as
the remelting continued, the impact of the forced cooling on the temperature field of the
electroslag ingot decreased, resulting in a smaller temperature gradient at t = 400 s.
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3.2. Calculation Results of Metal Liquid Head Height and the Shape of the Metal Pool

Figure 5 depicts the shape of the metal pool in the ESR slab ingot at different time
points, while Figure 6 shows the shape of the metal pool at t = 70 s and t = 400 s. According
to the research results by Hoyle [23], when the height of the metal liquid head of the metal
pool is greater than 10 mm, the electroslag ingot can be produced with favorable surface
and solidification quality. As shown in Figure 5a, due to the short length of the electroslag
ingot, the metal molten pool became shallower and flatter at t = 70 s under the forced
cooling effect of the bottom plate in ESR slab ingots. As the remelting continued and the
impact of the forced cooling on the metal pool weakened, the depth of the metal molten
pool gradually deepened, as shown in Figure 6a–d. Because the middle part of the wide
and narrow surfaces was closer to the high-temperature area of the slag bath in ESR slab
ingots, the metal liquid head of the metal pool took shape, indicating the favorable surface
quality of the electroslag ingot. However, due to the wide distance between the corner area
of the slab ingot and the high-temperature area of the slag bath, as well as the comparatively
strong cooling effect at the corner, the metal liquid head of the metal molten pool at the
corner was quite small, and there was even no metal liquid head there. This would cause
poor quality at the corner of the electroslag ingot.
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According to the Figure 7, the height of the metal liquid head of the metal pool was
about 0.04 m at the y = 0 m section and about 0.009 m at the corner, indicating a small metal
liquid head at the corner of the electroslag ingot. The metal pool was the deepest at the
x = 0 m section but became shallower as its distance to the mold wall narrowed. This was
due to the closer distance between the central area and the high-temperature area of the
slag bath. Meanwhile, the ingot temperature around the mold wall dropped due to the
strong cooling effect of the side wall of the mold, which made the metal pool shallower in
depth.
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3.3. Effect of Voltage on Solidification Quality

Figure 8 shows the shape of the metal pool under different voltages at t = 70 s and
t = 400 s in ESR slab ingots. As shown in the figure, when the voltage was set at 30 V, no
metal liquid head appeared at the corners during the remelting, indicating a relatively
low temperature of the metal pool. This also led to the appearance of wrinkles and other
quality defects at the corner of the electroslag ingot. However, when the voltage was raised
to 32 V, the appearance of the metal liquid head at the corner was clearly observed, and
the metal pool deepened in depth due to the increase in the temperature of the slag bath.
Furthermore, when the voltage was further increased to 35 V, the metal liquid head at the
corner continued to grow in height, accompanied by further deepening of the metal pool in
depth.

Figure 9 shows the depth of the metal pool at the y = 0 m section and the x = 0.106 m
section under different voltages when t = 400 s. According to the figure, as the voltage
increased, the depth of the metal pool at the y = 0 m section continued to deepen, while the
height of the metal liquid head of the metal pool at the corner at the x = 0.106 m section
also increased. Specifically, under a voltage of 30 V, the height of the metal liquid head of
the metal pool at the corner was 0 m, while under a voltage of 32 V and 35 V, the height
increased to 0.009 m and 0.027 m, respectively.
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3.4. Effect of Filling Ratio on Solidification Quality

Widening the consumable electrode, or increasing the filling ratio, in ESR slab ingots
can help reduce the distance between the heat source of the slag bath and the corner of
the electroslag ingot, leading to higher heat input into the corner. In this study, the filling
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ratio was defined as the area ratio between the electrode and the mold. Table 5 presents
the cross-sectional sizes of different consumable electrodes and their corresponding filling
ratios, as observed in this section.

Table 5. Different electrode cross-section sizes and corresponding filling ratios.

Electrode Cross-Section Size/m Mold Cross-Section Size/m Filling Ratio

0.04 × 0.152 0.06 × 0.212 0.48
0.04 × 0.172 0.06 × 0.212 0.54
0.04 × 0.192 0.06 × 0.212 0.60

Figure 10 shows the shape of the metal pool with different filling ratios at t = 70 s and
t = 400 s in ESR slab ingots. According to the figure, the height of the metal liquid head
of the metal pool at the corner increased gradually with the increase in the filling ratio.
Increasing the filling ratio can enlarge the contact area between the consumable electrode
and the slag bath, resulting in a more uniform distribution of temperature in the slag bath.
Additionally, the loss of heat through thermal radiation from the free slag surface is reduced
as the filling ratio increases, leading to a higher height of the metal liquid head of the metal
pool.
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Figure 11 shows the depth of the metal pool at the y = 0 m section (a) and the
y = 0.106 m section (b) with different filling ratios at t = 400 s in ESR slab ingots. Ac-
cording to Figure 11a, increasing the filling ratio from 0.48 to 0.54 resulted in a shallower
metal pool. When the filling ratio was raised to 0.60, the maximum depth of the metal
pool was similar to that when the filling ratio was lowered to 0.54. This is because the
effect of the increased filling ratio on the temperature of the slag bath weakened, leading to
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insignificant changes in the depth of the metal pool. As shown in Figure 11b, the increase
in filling ratio had a greater impact on the height of the metal liquid head at the corner.
Increasing the filling ratio substantially raised the height of the metal liquid head, thereby
improving the surface quality at the corner of the electroslag ingot. The heights of the metal
liquid head at the corner were 0.006 m, 0.009 m, and 0.014 m when the filling ratios were
0.48, 0.54, and 0.60, respectively.
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3.5. Effect of Geometry on Solidification Quality

Poor quality at the corners of ESR slab ingots was mainly due to the wide distance
from the heat source. Additionally, forced cooling at the wide and narrow surfaces of the
mold caused a rapid drop in temperature of the liquid steel, which prevented the formation
of the metal liquid head in the metal pool, further contributing to the poor quality. To
address this issue, a chamfer with a radius of 10 mm was added at the corner of the mold,
and its impact on the metal liquid head of the metal pool was observed. Figure 12 illustrates
the schematic diagram for the addition of the chamfer to the mold.
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Figure 13 shows the temperature field distribution in ESR slab ingots with and without
the chamfer when t = 70 s and t = 400 s. As depicted in the figure, high-temperature areas
were mainly concentrated in the slag bath. After adding the chamfer to the mold, the
high-temperature areas of the slag bath expanded, resulting in an increase in temperature
for both the metal pool and the corner of the mold. At t = 400 s, the maximum temperature
of the slag bath was 2118 K without the chamfer in the mold. However, with the presence
of the chamfer, the maximum temperature of the slag bath rose to 2161 K, an increase of
43 K in temperature.
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Figure 14 illustrates the depth of the metal pool with and without the chamfer at the
y = 0 m section when t = 400 s. As depicted in the figure, the maximum depth of the metal
pool increased by 10 mm after the chamfer was added to the mold compared with the
situation without the chamfer. This increase in depth was due to the rise in temperature of
the slag bath.
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4. Application of Models

To tackle the issues of poor surface quality of the electroslag ingot and slag leakage in
the narrow surface, technical processes were improved based on simulation results. The
surface quality at the corner of the electroslag ingot was improved by adjusting the mold
size, increasing the filling ratio, and enlarging the input power. The technology parameters
before and after the process improvement are shown in Table 6.

Table 6. Technology parameters before and after process improvement.

Technology Parameters Before the Improved Process After the Improved Process

Voltage/V 85 95
Filling ratio 0.50 0.55

Chamfer No Yes

Table 7 illustrates the standard composition of J80 steel and the composition of typical
ingots analyzed by the direct-reading testing method. As shown in the table, the content of
all major elements fell within the composition range required for the steel grade, indicating
that the electroslag ingot fully met the steel grade composition requirements.

Table 7. Chemical composition of J80 steel after remelting (mass%).

C Si Mn P S Ni Cr Mo V

Standard ≤0.11 0.17~0.37 0.4~0.7 ≤0.015 ≤0.01 4.40~4.80 0.40~0.70 0.30~0.55 0.03~0.09
Ingot 0.070 0.25 0.59 0.004 0.001 4.66 0.52 0.48 0.06

Figure 15 shows the electroslag ingot produced with large-sized slab ingot ESR equip-
ment before improving the process parameters. From Figure 15, it can be seen that due to
low power and the lack of a chamfer, the slag skin is thicker, and there are surface defects
such as wrinkles at the corners of the electroslag ingot. Figure 16 depicts the large-sized
slab ingot with dimensions of 620 mm × 2060 mm × 3630 mm, which was obtained after
technical improvement. This improvement helped stabilize the smelting process at a more
reasonable velocity and curbed the leakage of steel and slag. The slag skin thickness,
measured at 1–2 mm, was thin and even, ensuring the favorable surface quality of the
electroslag ingot without any surface defects. Figure 17 shows the macrograph of the
narrow side at a distance of 450 mm from the bottom of the ingot. From the picture, it can
be seen that there are no internal defects in the low magnification inspection of the ingot.
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5. Conclusions

(1) A mathematical model for ESR slab ingots was developed based on a multifield
method. The model’s calculations revealed that the maximum flowing velocity of the
molten slag was located below the consumable electrode, with the maximum velocity
ranging from 4.35 × 10−2 to 4.88 × 10−2 m/s at different time points. As the remelting
process progressed, the depth of the metal pool increased, reaching a maximum depth of
0.14 m.

(2) With an increase in voltage, the temperature of both the slag bath and the metal
pool in ESR slab ingots increased. This resulted in an increase in the height of the metal
liquid head at the corner of the metal pool and a deepening of the depth of the metal pool.

(3) The temperature of both the slag bath and the metal pool in ESR slab ingots can
be increased by raising the filling ratio. This leads to an increase in the height of the metal
liquid head at the corner of the metal pool and a decrease in the depth of the metal pool.
However, as the filling ratio increases, the degree to which the temperature of the slag bath
increases becomes smaller.

(4) After the chamfer was added to the mold, the temperature of the slag bath increased
by 43 K compared with the situation without the chamfer. Additionally, the height of the
metal liquid head at the corner of the metal pool increased by 11 mm, and the maximum
depth of the metal pool increased by 10 mm.

(5) In industrial production, the surface quality at the corner of the electroslag ingot
was enhanced by adjusting the mold size and increasing the filling ratio. Moreover, the
input power was increased to raise the melting velocity, which helped in achieving a thin
and even slag crust.
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